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Highlights
A Formal and Modelling Frameworks for Social Holonic Control Architectures
Etienne Valette,Guillaume Demesure,Hind Bril El-Haouzi,Rémi Pannequin

• Human integration is crucial for future manufacturing systems
• Social approaches for human integration are various but mostly techno-centred
• A holon can both represent human and objects or agents
• Any system could be represented as a society of socially related holons
• A Social Holonic Control Architecture framework could ease human integration
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ABSTRACT
For decades now, manufacturing systems have grown in size and complexity. Between new
consumption habits and hypercompetitive markets, manufacturing systems have started a race
towards the industry of the future. Still, many technological and societal issues are paving
their way: connectivity, resilience and human integration being among the most critical ones.
The idea of this paper is to bring a new framework to help answering these issues by bringing
resilience to systems, improving their interoperability, enhancing Data acquisition, transmission
& processing, enabling the establishment hierarchical levels among agents, or by facilitating the
system acceptance by human agents and the human integration within the system. To this end,
this article brings a new formal framework for Social Holonic Control Architectures, based on an
analysis of the existing literature. An UML-based modelling framework will equally be proposed
to ease understanding and implementation of this new Social Holonic Control Architecture,
illustrated by a concrete application on a small-scale Multi-Agent System.

1. Introduction
From PROSA in 1998 [1] to ARTI [2, 3] in 2019, the holonic manufacturing paradigm has continuously evolved

for the last decades in order to answer industrial systems’ adaptability and flexibility issues, as part of the Intelligent
Manufacturing Systems (IMS) programme [4]. Its developments have brought concrete and encouraging results,
notably thanks to successful implementations of Holonic Control Architectures (HCA) in industrial environments
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. However, despite these results and manufacturers’ strong needs, notably motivated by the march
toward Industry 4.0, HCAs’ deployment within manufacturing systems stays limited [12]. These applications therefore
do not fully meet the needs of the latter yet.

This study and its conclusions highlight the importance taken by technological component into HCA-related
research, and how this importance will keep growing with the rise of supportive technologies of Industry 4.0. Besides,
despite multiple assertions of its importance [2, 12, 13], we can equally observe that human integration into HCA
remains marginal in today’s HCA field. As a matter of facts, this marginality is not only the prerogative of HCA, but
is pretty observable in the IMS community’s works [12] even though cooperation between human and technological
entities has been widely studied, especially in air/rail traffic control [14, 15], applied robotics [16], or carpooling [17].
Concerning human-machine cooperation, many efforts have been provided to balance human-machine interactions,
improve human-machine communication, or understand human behavior [18, 19]. In previous analysis [20, 21], these
elements have led to the two following questions:

• [QR1] How to take advantage from the new concepts introduced by paradigms such as Industry 4.0 for future
HCA developments?

• [QR2] How to get the human better integrated in future manufacturing systems, as socio eco-technic ones?
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By definition, a HCA is a recursive structure composed of collaborating holons, themselves being recursive,
communicating, and decisional entities generally consisting of both an information and a physical-processing parts
[22, 23]. From our observations, reference control architectures, such as PROSA and its different developments, are
conceived on a modular bottom-up aggregation of categorized holons (Product, Resource, Order, Staff, or e-Person for
example). The coordination of these holons only being achieved by exchanges of data sets from different nature (Process
knowledges, Execution knowledges, and Production knowledges for example). Our idea is to propose an evolution of
these holon’s representation, by adding human-inspired social character to their classic coordination mechanisms. More
precisely, we propose to use a human-inspired social relationship typology instead of considering classical hierarchical,
heterarchical, or isoarchic relationships only. Our hypothesis is that this social approach might ease the design and
implementation of future human-adapted HCA into actual manufacturing systems, as well as their understanding and
consequent acceptability by human agents.

The main contribution of this article is the definition of these social relationships and the proposition of their formal
framework. To go beyond this formal theoretical framework, a modeling and visualization software tool have been
developed to instantiate the proposed framework to a small-scale Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), as a proof of concept.
The remainder of the article is organized as follow. First, in Section 2, regarding the current HCA-related literature,
we will study the place today given to “human” holons among artefact ones. In this part, we will identify the current
dominant scientific approaches in holonic research regarding architecture implementation, the nature of relationships
among their components, and the consideration brought to human dimension. Then, Section 3 will present the principles
for a new metamodel supporting our vision of a social system, that aims to bring an answer to the two previous questions.
We will provide a first glimpse of its structuration. Section 4 will expose the metamodel’s formalization. Section 5 will
bring an instantiation of the previous propositions. This instantiation will begin by the UML mapping of modelling
elements, that will enable the development of a small-scale MAS simulation and monitoring software. In Section 6, we
will detail more precisely the scenario runed in the simulation to finally bring in Section 7 some discussions elements.

2. HMS & HCA: What place for Humans?
The purpose of this section is not to conduct an exhaustive state of the art upon the place of the human dimension

into current HMS and HCA-related research literature, but to provide an overview of the situation to identify the
various existing orientations and gaps in the literature. We focused on 3 aspects of HCAs: 1) implementation aspect, 2)
architecture components relationships’ nature, and 3) human consideration. To get the most relevant literature, we were
first interested in the two literature reviews led by Cardin, Derigent and Trentesaux between 2018 and 2020 [4, 22].
Regarding their contribution to future industrial challenges, they have identified, studied, and classified reference HCA
developed from 1998 to 2020 [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 24, 25, 26, 27]. To these, we added some more recent works,
posteriors to the reviews: the REDCA and EMH2 architectures [28, 29] and the holonic reengineering for CPS [30]
propositions. From this first sample, 3 clear observations could be made:

• First: for each of these propositions, implementation is achieved by transposing the holonic system into a multi-
agent one, which seems common sense in computer sciences. We note in particular the wide use of object-oriented
modelling and of Java technology.

• Second: these approaches are seeking to define control architectures. Once holons have been defined, we
are calling “relationships” the structuring elements relating them to each other, enabling the definition of an
architecture. Concretely, these are commonly not developed beyond the notions of aggregation, hierarchy,
or data-exchanges. Formalism is rather rudimentary, based on a direct abstraction of the studied system’s
components.

• Third: Human or social dimension are absent from these approaches.
To go further, we have led our own research. Once again, our scope was not to be exhaustive nor systematic, but to get

a relevant glimpse of the literature. For this reason, we have limited our research to theWeb of Science multidisciplinary
bibliographic database. With the string “(TS=(holonic AND (control OR architecture* OR manufacturing OR system*)
AND (social OR human OR anthropocentric))) AND LANGUAGE: (English)”, we have searched the articles having
either for subject HMS or HCA, considered with social, human, or anthropocentric point of view. Beyond that, we have
restricted the research to English-written journal papers, conference papers, books, and book chapters. This research
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has returned 110 results, spread from 1996 to 2020. Out of these 110 results, we have identified the 18 articles that
seem the most pertinent after applying the methodology exposed in the Figure 1.

Figure 1: Research methodology

The analysis of this second sample, more heterogeneous for it is not focused on control architecture design, allows
more nuanced observations:

• First: this sample is way more conceptual than the precedent. However, for works proposing an implementation
method, once again we observe the use of object-oriented modelling and Java technologies, commonly used in
MAS research field. Yet, it is interesting to note that MAS are not only used for implementation: several of the
identified works are explicitly using them to define all or part of their model.

• Second: these works being not seeking to define control architectures, the notion of “relationship” is there more
diversified than in the previous sample. Notably, if notions of aggregation, hierarchy, negotiation, and data
exchanges are still found, notions of cooperation, collaboration, and symbiosis are equally used.

• Third: since the keywords “Anthropocentric”, “Human” and “Social” have been used in the search string, a
greater consideration for human factor in the sample is necessarily observed. In our case, it must be noticed
that all papers are not dealing with its specific integration into manufacturing systems. The next paragraph is
developing this aspect more precisely.

In the results of the previous search, 5 distinct approaches can be identified. The first and most represented one
mostly relies on techno-centered approaches for holonic systems destined to ease Human-Robot/Computer/System
interfacing and cooperation [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Between 1997 and 1999 has appeared a more inclusive vision,
where human agents were as much as possible considered as full-part holons within the holonic models for system or
architecture design [37, 38, 39, 40]. At this point, we wish to raise attention on an approach which is neither explicitly
Valette et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 3 of 20
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human nor social-related: the transposition of biological structures & mechanisms to holonic manufacturing systems
[41, 42]. Still, from the implications of these is emerging the addition of social relationships to enhance previous
holonic developments and structure new HCAs, these relationships being either derived from works in sociology or
based on social behaviors observed into, for example, ant-colonies [43, 44, 45]. Finally, a more recent philosophy can
be identified, focused on Human-System Integration thanks to enhanced inter-agent interfacing and connectedness
[46, 47].

From a global perspective, HMS and HCA-related works are part of the IMS initiative, that has been created as a
supportive framework for the development of new manufacturing technologies enabled by industrial revolutions [48]. In
this context, research related to the Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and Internet of Things (IoT) paradigms, commonly
recognized as Industry 4.0’s main pillars, naturally falls under the IMS scope. Hence, enlarging our vision to IoT and
CPSs’ last decades’ developments and taking inspiration from them seemed to make perfect sense. Beyond that, thanks
to the use of these technological paradigms, the large-scale implementation of holonic architectures is today made
credible. In a recent work studying the social and human-centered approaches regarding IoT and CPS [49], it is stated
that these concepts have evolved over the past few decades, aiming to bring a greater grasp of human factors, moving
from the definition of very conceptual paradigms such as Cyber Physical Social System [50] to the implementation of
increasingly complex architectures such as the Social Human-In-The-Loop Cyber-Physical Production System [51].
Authors have established that this evolution was mainly based on the addition of social characters in the development
of systems and their architectures. A good illustration would be the Social Internet of Things (SIoT), fostering the
idea of socializing objects of an IoT system [52, 53]. From this work, it seems that the expression of social character
in the focused literature is either achieved technologically (man-machine interfaces, enhanced human, etc.) or in a
techno-centered way (social paradigms transposed to communicating objects’ networks, excluding humans). Ultimately,
the authors noticed that, for works developing or involving social relationships, focus was set on the application aspect
of the proposal, but no formalization was proposed for relationships.

From these literature analyses, the authors came to the following conclusions. First, Human-System Integration
(HIS) has been for the last decades and is still today a hot topic in research, and holonic research field is no exception.
Second, the structuration of any system and the understanding of its functioning is depending on the definition of its
components and of the links between them i.e.: holons and their relationships. In literature, those two elements are
generally defined, when they are, by abstracting components of a pre-existing system. Consequently, current literature
is lacking a generic formal framework for architecture or systems representation and design. Third, beyond being a
consequent inspiration source for holonic systems conception, the MAS paradigm is today the most suited and then
commonly used implementation support for holonic research. Hence, what we would like to propose now and to
develop in the rest of this article is a social formal framework resulting from our readings and thinking that would help
answering the two questions enunciated in the introduction. We envision an HMS including the human operator as
one of its holons. Instead of relying on Human-System Interfaces to enable this integration, we will rather exploit the
idea of using social relationships to structure the system as a human-like society. This approach echoes the SIoT [54],
but aims to extend it to human agents. What is proposed here is a new framework for social HCA. We will start by
presenting a holonic view of the social relationships’ principles they have established to link both human and artefact
assets in our model.

3. Proposal for Social Holonic Control Architecture: principles
A production system is a particular socio-technical environment, where artefact and human assets are interacting

in various ways. Our idea is that a good formalization of social relationships could ease the definition of holarchy
between different assets/agents/holons, help defining trust and data-sharing levels, enable localization, coordination or
even control between communicating entities. These might be means, for example, to solve systems’ interoperability
and reconfiguration issues in factory based CPS context thanks to machines self-recognition & self-reassignment (see
“plugin & produce”, from the PERFoRM project [55]). Aside from plugin & produce facilitation, a system structured
by human-like social relationships might ease the system’s acceptability by the operators and the integration of this last
one within the system as one of its agents, and would help to bridge the gap between actual HCA researches and the
paradigms pushed by the industry 4.0 [56, 57, 58, 59].

From an holonic point of view, as part of a social HCA, a holon is an entity being either a human or a thing, acting
along with other holons constitutive of a system to the realization of its objectives. To reach these objectives, holons must
be able to perceive a part of their environment and to control it by executing specific actions. In manufacturing control,
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this could either be autonomously achieved by one single holon providing orders to low-level holons (hierarchical
structuration), might require cooperation between several holons, planning their activities together to complete their
common tasks (heterarchical structuration), or a combination of both (hybrid structuration) [60].
3.1. Holon model definition

The term "holon" has been proposed by Koestler in 1967 as recursive components of self-organizing social and
biological systems [23]. In HCA research field, a holon is commonly considered as composed of a combination of both
informational and physical processing parts [22]. Consequently, a system’s set of holons can both be considered as a
sub-system and as a full-fledged holon. For instance, a resource holon could be implemented/developed as a cyber
physical system composed by sensors & actuators, and a software holon as a component of the decentralised MES that
control them. Hence, the characteristics of holons will equally apply to the ecosystem, and reciprocally. To define those
characteristics, we had to keep in mind the implementation aspect of our model. Hence, we strongly relied on the MAS
literature, and the agent model that are commonly used for applications in holonic research.

In their literature review, Chin et al [61] have admitted an agent to be an autonomous software entity, situated
into an environment, monitoring and responding to changes by itself or through communication with other agents
to achieve goals. Agents being at the same time autonomous, social, reactive and proactive [62]. In our work, we
used a logic-based-like architecture for the great flexibility and liberty it gives to develop the different components
of an agent model. Indeed, those are based upon the symbolic representation and modelling of the agent’s behaviour
and environment. Concretely, possible internal and external agent/environment states can be represented by sets,
while cognitive, measure and applicative functions are describing the agent functioning itself. Furthermore, while
characterizing our holon model, we took a great inspiration from Ferber’s conception, where a MAS is represented as a
set of 6 components [63]: an environment “E” where objects “Ob” are located, whose active ones are appointed agents
“A”. Objects (and thus agents) are related by relationships “R”. Agents are able to perform operations “Op” upon the
objects, whose applications and consequences on the environment “E” are represented by operators. The holonic focus
of our study naturally implies certain divergences from this model. Notably, we consider that the notion of “holon”
includes those of “object” and of “agent”. No further consideration is hence brought to the “active” or “inactive” aspect
of those.

To get a better grasp of the impact of relationships’ nature upon the holonic control architecture system, we turned
to the control theory field. In closed-loop controlled systems, outputs are controlled to measure the effects of internal
or external disturbances, and feedbacks are reinjected to correct inputs at each time. This enables to visualize the
evolutions of the system concerning social relationships establishment and impact. Hence, the autonomous aspect of
the holon was considered as being motivated by its ability to observe its environment and own state to constantly adapt
itself in order to reach its objectives, and where outputs are controlling a part of the holon’s global environment.
3.2. Inter-holons social relationships

What particularly caught our attention in the work from Atzori et al. [54] is the idea of structuring the IoT as
“a social network of intelligent objects, bounded by social relationships” [64], inspired from Fiske’s anthropological
works [65]. A.P. Fiske is today commonly recognized as a reference anthropologist specialized in the study of human
social relationships. He has notably established that any human society was organized according to 4 elementary
forms of sociability, upon which is build the social fabric. Consequently, as a background for our proposal, we
first analysed Atzori’s inter-objects relationships’ typology: Parental Object Relationship (POR), Ownership Object
Relationship (OOR), Co-Location Object Relationship (CLOR), Co-Work Object Relationship (CWOR), and Social
Object Relationship (SOR) [54]. While paying a close attention to these, we noticed that the 5 relationships established
were not based on a same model to link two objects. POR and OOR are established directly among 2 objects, while
SOR is conditioned by the pre-existence of an OOR between 2 objects, and then only occurs when the two owners come
in touch. Hence, relationships might be Direct, established with no intermediaries between two objects, or Emergent,
established among two objects through the existence of either a third or more objects (Fig. 2).

The case of CLOR and CWOR is a bit particular to us. In their construction, these two relationships are referring to
emergent relationships, indirectly established between two objects. Yet, those are not emerging from relationships that
objects maintain with a common third one. Their relationship comes from something they share: a common “location”,
or a common “work”. In our model, those will either be parts of a relationship established among agents that share
a part their data, behaviors, or capabilities, or, accordingly to the nature of the shared “work”, to a relationship of
hierarchy or dependence. Still, the need to distinguish these two relationships is making sense in the context they were
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Figure 2: Direct and Emergent relationships between A and B

Direct
C⟶A

PR OR DR HR

Direct
C⟶B

PR C-PR POR PDR PHR
OR OPR C-OR ODR OHR
DR DPR DOR C-DR DHR
HR HPR HOR HDR C-HR

Table 1
Typology of Emergent relationships

developed within.
Then, from the previous statements, we came with the idea that a social relationships typology should at first be

built upon 4 fundamental direct relationships, besides echoing Fiske’s 4 elementary forms of sociability. Those are
the Parental, Ownership, Dependency, and Hierarchical relationships (respectively PR, OR, DR, and HR). Since the
existence of a “parent”, “owner”, “dependent”, or “superior” holon suggests the existence of a related “child”, “owned”,
“required”, or “subordinate” one, we can consider that these relationships are not reciprocal.At this stage, we will note
Direct relationships between 2 holonsHA andHB: Direct

A⟶B .Based on the combination of these 4 elementary relationships, we can conceive 16 emergent relationships, implying
3 holons each. Considering 3 holonsHA,HB andHC , we will noteEmergent

A↔B the resulting Emergent relationship from
the combination of Direct

C⟶A and Direct
C⟶B (Table 1). Hence, our typology would consist in a total of 4 Direct and 16

Emergent relationships, to which any relationship established among more than 3 holons could be reduced, considering
the representation given by the Figure 2. For the sake of brevity, all the 16 emergent relationships are not exposed
in detail in this study: reader will quickly notice that all of these are satisfying to the same model. Yet, 4 of them
are remarkable, for they are based on the combination of similar direct relationships: Co-Parental, Co-Ownership,
Co-Dependency, and Co-Hierarchical relationships (respectively C-PR, C-OR, C-DR and C-HR). Hence, these 4
relationships will receive a little more attention than the 12 others, which will simply be called in the rest of this paper
Social Contact Relationships (SCR).

In the 4th section of this paper, we will begin with the characterization of the relationships and holons’ model. These
will support the formal definition of the human-inspired social relationships exposed here above.

4. Proposal for Social Holonic Architecture formal framework
4.1. The holon formal model

We will consider the Social HCA ecosystem “E” as follow: a set of both human and artefact social holons “ ”,
which are socially related by a set of social relationships “”, evolving through a set of states “” (including desired
objectives), due to a set of physical, informational, or energetic transformations “ “ (Eq. 1).

E = {,, ,  } (1)
The control aspect of the holons constitutive of this ecosystem is represented on the Figure 3. A holon “Hi” is seen as
an entity that evolves in and interacts with its environment “”.

By being active, each holonHi is acting on a part “Xi” of the ecosystem’s instant state. Hence, by defining “i” asthe set of all possible values of “Xi” that could be reached due toHi (Eq. 2) and define the set of states of the ecosystem
Valette et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 6 of 20
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Figure 3: Control representation of holon Hi

as the set of all states that could be perceptible by its constitutive holons (Eq. 3).
i =

{

Xi
} (2)

 =
⋃

i∈
i (3)

These evolutions are motivated by a set of objectives “Oi” and enabled by a set of capabilities “Ci”. These capabilitiesinclude a cognitive/decisional function “Φi”, a transformation function “Ti” and a measurement function “Mi” (Eq.4). The output “Yi” represents the perception that holonHi gets of the state of Xi and of the state of its environment
{x} ∈  thanks to the measurement functionMi (Eq. 5). The transformation function Ti represents Hi‘s ability to
change the state Xi accordingly to the input set “Ui”, representing the “Intentions” of the holon (Eq. 6). This input set
is obtained by the processing of holonHi‘s objectives “Oi” by its cognitive function “Φi” considering its perceptions
“Yi” (Eq. 7).

Ci =
{

Φi, Ti,Mi
} (4)

Yi = Mi(Xi, {x}) (5)
Xi = Ti(Ui) (6)
Ui = Φi(Oi, Yi) (7)

When facing an objective in a given situation, a holon might have different choices, and two holons might take different
decisions. This will depend on the cognitive function “Φi”, that will generate to the holon its own tendency to provide
an input Ui when facing and objective Oi considering its perception of its situation Yi and its related Data set “Di”.The Data set Di related toHi and involved in its cognitive function Φi is defined as the sets of some of its properties
such as: its identification (ID), its type (e.g. product, resource, human . . . ), its different roles (e.g. planner, transporter,
operator. . . ), or its history (previous states, completed objectives. . . ). Hence, we can finally represent a holonHi by the
Equation 8.

Hi =
{

Xi, Ci, Oi, Ui, Yi, Di
} (8)

For an holonHi to effectively reach an objective oi ∈ Oi, a process �i might be required. A process is defined as a set
of actions {ak} to be performed in order to make the system evolve from a current state Xi, towards a desired state Xd[62]. This process is modelled as follows (Eq. 9):

�i =
{

ak
}

Xi⟶Xd
(9)

The desired state Xd stands for the representation of the objective in the environment. The process �i might be
computed by the holon itself in order to reach its own objective or might be provided to this holon with the objective,
depending on the holon capabilities to plan processes. Furthermore, the holonHi might not be able to achieve some
actions ak planned in the process, which will require tasks delegation to other holons. Hence, we definei as the set ofactions thatHi can perform. These actions are selected by the cognitive/decisional function “Φi” and will lead to thetransformation function “Ti”.
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In the rest of this section, we will consider either 2 or 3 holonsHi,Hj &Hk, satisfying to the social holon model
detailed previously (Eq. 8), with at any timeHi ≠Hj ≠Hk. In the proposed work, the recursive definition of a holon
involves that as soon as one agent is existing, then a system is existing. Hence, any existing holon will necessarily be
and be part of a system and will be assumed to be linked to any other holon by at least one social relationship. The
next subsection will focus on the definition of the 4 elementary Direct social relationships and of a generic model for
Emergent social relationships. Here we will bring highlight on the 4 emergent relationships that we have considered as
remarkable in section 3. For brevity and convenience, will might replace “Hi” by “i” for the notation of holons in the
next sections. Notably, the couple (Hi,Hj) will be written (i, j).
4.2. Parental Relationship – PR

Two holons are in Parental Relationship (PR) when an holon i is parent of another holon j and where the child
holon j inherits Data and/or capabilities from its parent i. We establish:

(i, j) ∈ PR⟺ i is parent of j ⟺ j is child of i
(i, j) ∈ PR⟺ (j, i) ∉ PR
(i, j) ∈ PR⟺ ∃Ti ∶ i ⟶ Hj , ({dj} ⊆ Dj ∨ {cj} ⊆ Cj) = Ti(ai) (10)

where PR ⊆  is the set of all Parental Relationships. The PR where holon i is parent of holon j being either
noted:

PR
i ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

PARENT
j or PR

j ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
CHILD

i

In a production system, PR relationships would appear when a product receive a distinctive transformation from a
specific resource. For example, a drilling machine will be parent of a drilled product.
4.3. Ownership Relationship – OR

Two holons are in Ownership Relationship (OR) when an holon i is controlling and transforming a part of the
state that holon j is acting on {xj

}

⊆ Xj . With the transformation Ti, holon i influences holonj’s cognitive function
Φj , while the measurement functionMi enables holon i to perceive the state Xj . The Figure 4 proposes a control
representation for Ownership Relationship.

Figure 4: A control representation of (i, j) ∈ OR

We establish:
(i, j) ∈ OR⟺ i is owner of j ⟺ j is owned by i
(i, j) ∈ OR⟺ (j, i) ∉ OR
(i, j) ∈ OR⟺ ∃Ti ∶ i ⟶ j , Xj = Ti(ai) (11)

And ∃Mi ∶ j × i ×  ⟶  , Yi =Mi
(

Xj , Xi, {x}
)
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where OR ⊆  is the set of all Ownership Relationships. The OR where holon i is parent of holon j being either noted:

OR
i ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

OWNER
j or OR

j ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
OWNED

i

In a production system, OR relationships would appear when a product enters a resource to be processed. Once the
product “loaded” into the resource, resource is physically controlling the product: the resource is then owner of the
product.
4.4. Dependency Relationship – DR

Two holons are in Dependency Relationship (DR) when an holon j requires an action or a sequence of actions from
an holon i to perform a task it has in its processes but is unable to perform. We establish:

(i, j) ∈ DR⟺ i is required by j ⟺ j is dependent on i
(i, j) ∈ DR⟺ (j, i) ∉ DR
(i, j) ∈ DR⟺ ∃a ∈ �j , (a ∉ j) ∧ (a ∈ i) (12)

where DR ⊆  is the set of all Dependency Relationships. The DR where holon i is required by holon j being either
noted:

DR
i ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

REQUIRED
j or DR

j ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
DEPENDENT

i

In a production system, taking the example of a Product-Driven System (PDS) [66], DR relationships would appear
when a product needs to be processed by a resource. “Being transformed” is part of the process of the product, but it
has no mean to achieve this by itself: the product is then dependent from the resource.
4.5. Hierarchical Relationship –HR

Two holons are in Hierarchical Relationship (HR) when an holon i provides an holon j order(s) to transform
its environment and reach a desired state. To achieve this, holon j has the possibility to give order(s) to its own
subordinates, to act on its environment, or to plan a process. The Figure 5 proposes a control representation for
Hierarchical Relationship, where an order oj ∈ Oj is provided to holon j by an action from holon i, based on holon i’s
objectives. The completion of this objective is notified to holon i as a feedback, according to holon j’s perceptionMj .This way, holon j informs its superior of its perception of the objective’s competition, which might be inaccurate.

Figure 5: A control representation of (i, j) ∈ HR

We establish:
(i, j) ∈ HR⟺ i is superior to j ⟺ j is subordinated to i
(i, j) ∈ HR⟺ (j, i) ∉ HR
(i, j) ∈ HR⟺ ∃T ∗i ∶ i × Oi ⟶ Oj , oj = T ∗i (ai, oi) (13)
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whereHR ⊆  is the set of all Hierarchical Relationships. TheHR where holon i is superior holon j being either
noted:

HR
i ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

SUPERIOR
j or HR

j ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
SUBORDINATED

i

In a production system, taking the example of a PDS, HR relationships would appear when a product gives the
order to the resource to process it. Notwithstanding some constraints (queuing & processing rules, capabilities of the
resource, etc.), the product is then the hierarchical superior of the resource in this situation.
4.6. Emergent Relationship

Two holons are in Social Contact Relationship (SCR), if they are each linked to a common third one by one of the
4 direct relationships. We establish:

(i, j) ∈ SCR⟷ (j, i) ∈ SCR
(j, k) ∈ SCR⟺ ∃i ∈ , ⟨(i, j), (i, k)⟩ ∈ DR (14)

WithDR ⊆ is the set of direct social relationships, and where SCR ⊆  is the set of all Social Contact Relationships.
The SCR between holon i and holon j being noted:

SCR
i↔j (15)

In a production system, SCR relationships are multiple. They appear when 2 agents of the system have a direct
relationship with a same 3rd one, and the implications are varying accordingly to the nature of the direct relationships
involved.
4.6.1. Co-Parental Relationship – C − PR

Two holons are in Co-Parental Agent Relationship (C − PR) when they have Data or capabilities in common with
a third common holon with which they are in Parental Relationship. We establish:

(i, j) ∈ C − PR⟺ (j, i) ∈ C − PR
(j, k) ∈ C − PR⟺ ∃i ∈ , ⟨(i, j), (i, k)⟩ ∈ PR ∧ ∃{dcjk}, {dcjk} ≠ ∅ (16)

With {dcjk} = ({dj} ∩ {dk}) ∪ ({cj} ∩ {ck}), where ({dj} ⊆ Dj , {dk} ⊆ Dk, {cj} ⊆ Cj , {ck} ⊆ Ck) = Ti(ai) andwhere C − PR ⊆  is the set of all Co-Parental Relationships. The C − PR between holon i and holon j being noted:
C−PR
i↔j

In a production system, C-PR relationships would appear between parallel twin-resources (similar capabilities) or
between products from the same production batch (similar data) for example.
4.6.2. Co-Ownership Relationship – C − OR

Two holons are in Co-Ownership Relationship (C −OR) when they belong to a same owner, with which they are in
Ownership Relationship, but none of them owns of the other. We establish:

(i, j) ∈ C − OR⟺ (j, i) ∈ C − OR
(j, k) ∈ C − OR⟺ ∃i ∈ , ⟨(i, j), (i, k)⟩ ∈ OR ∧ ⟨(j, k), (k, j)⟩ ∉ OR (17)

Where C − OR ⊆  is the set of all Co-Ownership Relationships. The C − OR between holon i and holon j being
noted:

C−OR
i↔j

In a production system, C-OR relationships would appear between two products on the same conveyor for example.
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4.6.3. Co-Dependency Relationship – C −DR
Two holons are in Co-Dependency Agent Relationship (C − PR) when a third one is able to perform actions both

of them have in their processes (common or not) that they are not able to perform. We establish:
(i, j) ∈ C −DR⟺ (j, i) ∈ C −DR
(j, k) ∈ C −DR⟺ ∃i ∈ , ⟨(i, j), (i, k)⟩ ∈ DR (18)

Where C −DR ⊆  is the set of all Co-Dependency Relationships. The C −DR between holon i and holon j being
noted:

C−DR
i↔j

In a production system, C-DR relationships would appear between two products needing to be processed on a same
resource for example.
4.6.4. Co-Hierarchical Relationship – C −HR

Two holons are in a Co-Hierarchical Relationship (C −HR) when they both receive at least one order (common or
not) from a same third one. We establish:

(i, j) ∈ C −HR⟺ (j, i) ∈ C −HR
(j, k) ∈ C −HR⟺ ∃i ∈ , ⟨(i, j), (i, k)⟩ ∈ HR (19)

Where C −HR ⊆  is the set of all Co-Hierarchical Relationships. The C −HR between holon i and holon j being
noted:

C−HR
i↔j

In a production system, C-HR relationships would appear between two resources receiving orders from a same
product. For instance, in the case of a PDS: a robotic arm processing the product and the conveyor displacing it. Another
example would be the case of an ERP providing instructions to two different products.

5. Modelling framework proposal
This section describes the modelling framework and its software application conceived to ease the modelling of

an industrial system’s social holonic architecture, using a small-scale MAS environment as a case study. Our goal
here is to create a model-based software able to monitor a live MAS and to show in real time the social relationships
that run through it. This proof-of-concept software will consist in 2 parts: the first one aims at developing modelling
tool elements for MAS while the second one aims at developing a MAS-analysis software running upon the models
produced by the modelling tool. Here, the instantiation of the notion of "holon" in a MAS pushes us to turn to the
notion of agent, which will be used in the following sections.

The following subsections will first detail the mapping of the social holonic architecture formal framework concepts
to an UML profile. To do so, the structure of the agents and of the relationships used in the model are detailed. The
purpose is to provide enough knowledge to the proof-of-concept software (tool) concerning the multi-agent application
to extract relationships between agents. This will be the subject of the last subsection, where the methods for visualizing
and evaluating the social relationships’ evolution within the MAS are exposed.
5.1. System and Agent ‘s structuration

The structure of the MAS can be represented by a class diagram: agent types are modelled by classes upon which
“UML stereotype” “agent” is applied. Stereotypes are used to extend UML vocabulary in order to create new model
elements with specific properties. Here, the creation and use of this stereotype enables the tool to associate an “agent
instance” in the running MAS to an “agent type” in the model (Fig. 6). Agent classes are modelled by 2 types of
properties: "Data" and "State" (in the model: Di). We segment the "Data" property into:

• Identification data: any data that enable the agent to identify its informational or physical elements and bind them
to him
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• Objective data: the objectives set to the agent (e.g. for an agent controlling a product, the product’s bill of
material)

• Process data: the agent’s knowledge concerning environment’s physical transformation abilities, their structuration
and their request methods (e.g. in the example of a manufacturing application, the machines in the shopfloor
associated with the agents that controls them)

• Record data: any kind of data generated during the agent life cycle, where a record of past events is stored

Figure 6: Agent’s profile diagram

The capabilities of agents are represented by methods, and its behaviors by activities (in the model: Ci). Wemodelled
by activity diagrams the use of the agent’s capabilities by a behavior. Capabilities are classified using stereotypes into :

• Decide / Be Decidable
• Transform / Be Transformable
• Measure / Be Measurable

5.2. Social relationships modeling
Before establishing relationships among individual agents, we have first defined relationships between agent

types. The relationships between agent types can be represented in composite structure diagram: relationships are
modelled by “UML collaboration” upon which a stereotype corresponding to the actual relationship’s nature is applied
(PR/HR/DR/OR, etc.) (Fig.7). In this work the elementary direct and emergent relationship previously detailed are
modelled.

These generic relationship between agent types are used to set up the actua relationships between agent instances.
Still, attention have to be paid when instantiating these. For instance, even if the agent types "Product" and "Resource"
are related by a generic relationship, a specific product will not automatically be in relationship with every resource
agent at all time. Relationships will only occur sometimes, in specific conditions and among specific product and
resource agents. A relationship is therefore evolving through “states”. Hence, since relationships might become active
or inactive, we developed the “RelationshipActive” and “RelationshipInactive” states, stereotypes. This switching
process is described by a statechart where the “RelationshipActive” and “RelationshipInactive” stereotypes can be
applied to states, to show that when entering such states, the relationship status change (Fig.7 & 8).
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Figure 7: Relationship’s profile diagram

Figure 8: Example of relationship activity-triggering State Machine

The transitions between the different states can be associated to events happening in the system. These events’
implementation depends on the actually used MAS. In our case, we used FIPA specifications for implementing the
modelling process: events can be matched against the attributes of FIPA’s ACL messages (e.g. performative, protocol,
language, etc.), and also against the type of content of the message.
5.3. MAS-analysis software at runtime

Loading the UML model results in a set of objects representing agent types, and a set of "relationship factories 1"
that are used to instantiate the actual relationships between agents. A relationship factory contains the state machine
defined in the model, that it instantiates when a new relation is created.

In this proof-of-concept application, the FIPA standard, implemented by the Jade library is used. FIPA, the
Foundation for Physical Agent, is an international organization that is dedicated to developing specifications supporting
interoperability among agents and agent-based applications. JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) is a software
framework fully implemented in the Java language that complies with the FIPA specification and simplifies the
implementation of multi-agent systems through a set of graphical tools that support the debugging and deployment
phases. Using the same approach as for the "sniffer" tool of the Jade library, we are able to get notification of two kind
of events:

• the creation and destruction of agents in the MAS
• the messages exchanged in the MAS between the agents
When a new agent instance appears in the system, the corresponding agent type is searched in the model. If this

agent type is related to a relationship (as a source or a target), all corresponding agent instances are retrieved, and
1In an oriented object language, factory is an alternative to constructor, that allows to create objects by instantiating various classes.
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for each pair a new relationship is created. When a message is exchanged between agents, all relationships between
the agent instances are selected. For each of these, the message is matched against transition filters, making the state
machine evolve. When a direct relationship is created, all relationships of the same type with the same target are
retrieved to create a co-relationship between the new relationship’s source agent and each of pre-existing relationships’
source agents.

The content of the system is represented by a multigraph where each agent instance corresponds to a node, and each
active relationship to an edge. The style of the nodes can be set according to the type of agent; likewise, the style of
edge reflects the type of relation. The graph is animated according to the stream of messages received. This animated
graph is constituting one of the end results of the modelling tool for it enables the real-time visualization and tracking
of relationships evolutions among agent within an actual MAS. The next section will present a scenario where these
multigraphs and their evolutions will come as both examples and illustrations (Fig. 9 & 10).

6. Application scenario on a small-scale MAS
6.1. MAS components definition and initialization

This first test case consists in a simple MAS, inspired from the Tracilogis testbed from the CRAN’s laboratory. It is
composed of six manufacturing cells: a loading cell, an unloading cell, and four assembly cells, linked with a conveyor
belt. Products are assembled with parts found in the assembly cells. There are five type of agents:

• The Directory Facilitator (DF) of the platform, to declare services and then find agents implementing these
services (not represented in the example)

• The real or emulated agent that enables communication with the physical system ("emu" in the example)
• Resource Agents, controlling a manufacturing cell ("assy1" to "assy4" plus "exit" in the example, loading cell is

not represented)
• Product Agents, representing a product ("Prod_1" and "Prod_2" in the example)
• Product launcher, that enable the user to easily creates product agents ("launcher" in the example)
In this system, we modelled four generic direct relationships:
• HR from the product to the resource, when the product requests the cell to execute some operation
• HR from the resource to the physical system, when the resource agent requests the physical system to do some

actions
• DR from the product to the physical system, so that the product agent is notified of location events
• OR from the resource to the product when a product is inside a cell
No Parental Agent Relationship have been established in this first implementation, for no inheritance links is directly

appearing to us (even if similar characteristics could be identified among the different agents). Hence, 3 types of direct
relationships are involved in this application, along with their depending emergent relationships i.e. C −HR, C −DR
and C − OR. For convenience and to facilitate the lecture of the multigraphs in the example, SCR will equally not be
tracked. Hence 6 types of social relationships will be observable.

The basic steps followed by an agent during its lifespan within the MAS are:
• Step 1: At creation, the product agent searches the DF to find resources and event sources
• Step 2: When notified that it is in front of a manufacturing cell, the product agent requires the corresponding

resource agent to execute its next operation
• Step 3: If the resource agent is able to perform the operation, it agrees and sends a sequence of action requests to

the physical system
• Step 4: If not, it refuses the request
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• Step 5: When the product agent is finished, or if no operation can be executed in the cell, it requests the cell to
release it

In our scenario, the initial system consists in the previously described agents. At this stage, the generic HR
established between resources agents and the physical system are already created. Yet, although it is defined between
these types of agents, its value (degree) is 0 because it does not actually exist at this moment. Consequently, no
relationship is observable on the associated multigraph (Fig.9).

Figure 9: visualization of the initial state of the MAS

6.2. Scenario and visualization
First, a product agent “prod_1” is created through the Product Launcher. From its creation, prod_1’s generic

relationships with its environment are generated: HR from the product to the resource, OR from the resource to the
product, and DR from the product to the physical system. At the time of its creation, prod_1 has been given product
type and the related information set and is in no relationship with any of the resource agents of the system, for it
still has not been physically created (Degree = 0). Hence, it is only dependent from the physical system’s virtual
representation “emu” that provides the agent the data corresponding to the physical agent’s perception of the physical
system (DR

prod_1 ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
DEPENDENT

emu= 1). This relationship is represented by the arrow linking prod_1 and emu on the
multigraph (Fig. 10).

Following the same method, a second production agent “prod_2” is created. At this stage, no relationship but
DR
prod_1 ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

DEPENDENT
emu and DR

prod_2 ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
DEPENDENT

emu is existing into the system. Still, from the very existence of
these two relationships is emerging a third one: C−DR

prod_1↔prod_2. This relationship is modelled by the dotted line on the
multigraph. Hence, Just by their existence, two product agents are generating 3 active social relationships among the
MAS (Fig. 11).

Once the agent has been created in the “cyber” part of the system, the “physical” parts of the product agents are
introduced (event triggered by a “New Physical Product” button in the emulator). In this simple system, the pairing
is done by associating the first agent with the first product, and so on (in an industrial system, an identification of
the physical product would be required to create this association). Figure 12 represents the state of the system at this
moment.

Once physically created, product agents are conveyed across the physical system When arriving in front of a
manufacturing cell, the product agent is notified by the physical system through their existing DR relationship (prod_1
depends on emu to know its location).

At this time, the product agent requests the resource agent to execute its operation. This request is an order provided
by the product agent to the resource agent and is expressed by the creation of a Hierarchical Relationship between the
two of them. In our scenario prod_1 becomes the superior of assy1, noted: HR

prod_1 ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
SUPERIOR

assy1 = 1.
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Figure 10: Visualization of the creation of a product agent

Figure 11: Relationships representation between 2 product agents and the physical system emulation agent

If the resource agent is able to perform the requested task, it sends a sequence of action requests to the physical
system that will effectively perform the operation. The resource agent commands to the physical system and hence
establish a Hierarchical Relationship with it. In our scenario assy1 becomes the superior of emu (as the representant of
physical system), noted: HR

assy1 ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
SUPERIOR

emu = 1.
Once this relationship has been established, a load event is triggered by the resource agent commanding to the

physical system, so that the resource agent enters the manufacturing cell to be processed (here, operations st1 and st2
are realized). In our scenario, this last step creates an Ownership Relationship where assy1 becomes owner prod_1:
OR
assy1 ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

OWNER
prod_1 = 1.

At the same time, the product agent prod_2 has equally reached the assy1’s manufacturing cell. Like prod_1, it is
alerted of its position by emu, reaches assy1 to request execution (HR). In our study case, a resource agent is unable to
physically “owns” two product agents simultaneously. Yet, it still is able to perform some operations simultaneously.
For instance, assy1 is able to perform an assembly on prod_1 while providing a “go” for prod_2 to cross the zone
without entering the production cell. Consequently, another action sequence request is sent from assy1 to emu, but no
loading event is triggered. Then, only the two following social relationships are established: HR

assy1 ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
SUPERIOR

emu

and HR
prod_2 ←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

SUPERIOR
assy1. At this precise moment, a new relationship is emerging. Since both prod_1 and prod_2

became superior to assy1, a Co-Hierarchical Relationship is established between the two of them i.e.,C−HR
prod_1↔prod_2 =1.
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Figure 12: Visualization of the creation of social relationships during the simulation of a production process

7. Discussion and future work
We are defending the idea that any manufacturing system could be represented as a society of socially related

holons. We therefore have developed a typology of social relationships inspired from works from various research
fields. After defining a relevant representation for our holonic system and its constitutive holons, we have established a
formal representation for each, and for the relations binding them. An UML implementation has then been forwarded,
supporting a small-scale MAS-based production scenario simulation. This scenario successfully provided us clear
representation of social-relationships establishment and evolutions among the constitutive agents of the system.

Future works should now aim at answering several points, starting by enhancing the model robustness. Although
implementation on our small-scale MAS has shown encouraging results, no proof of the exhaustivity of our typology
can be made. Plus, the double “translation” work made, from semantics to formal language, and then to UML modelling,
came with its lot of difficulties and necessary bias whose impacts will have to be tried. Hence, we will have to confront
our architecture to more and more complex and developed systems in order to validate or adjust it accordingly to
its reactions to the situations it will face. For instance, we are planning to begin with a physical instantiation onto
the TRACILOGIS testbed platform. New issues such as combinatorial explosion may then arise and will need to be
answered.

Concerning the results obtained, since we were able in section 6 to show social relationships evolutions during our
simulation of a production process, we were able to show the possibility for a holon to be related to one or more other
ones by one or more social relationships of different nature. Notably, a holon can simultaneously be socially related
to the other holons constitutive of its environment and to its environment itself (i.e., the upper recursive level of its
system). This fact brings the possibility to establish, visualize and even characterize the existence of a plurality of
holarchies i.e., of a multi-holarchy withing holonic systems. For these purposes, the authors already are working on the
introduction of “relationships degree” that would reflect the strength of a relationship between two holons. Doing so,
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the strength of a relationship among two agents or their confidence in each other could be measurable and modelled to
enhance the framework thanks to technologies such as reinforced learning. This works will, on the long-term, help
answering some of the issues raised by the emergence of the Industry 4.0 by bringing resilience to systems, improving
their interoperability, enhancing data acquisition, transmission & processing, help defining trust and data sharing levels,
enabling the establishment of confidence or hierarchical levels among agents, or by facilitating the system acceptance
by human agents and the human integration within the system.
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